
The	  Making	  of	  a	  Ferrari	  by	  David	  Pennington	  

When I was a young lad, I was mightily into motor racing and slot car 
racing. My best circuit. Crystal Palace, was only a short jaunt on a 49 bus 
from Streatham Common. There is a Youtube video of saloon car racing 
at the Palace HERE. I remember watching Jim Clark - along with Graham 
Hill - so this video brings back many memories. Check out that  7 litre 
Galaxie (427" for those on the other side of the pond!) - probably driven 
by Jack Sears.	  
 
Anyway, we got heavily involved in slot car racing and even persuaded 
our Air Scout Troop (31st Streatham) to let us buy a load of 2nd hand 
Scalextric track so that we could run a club every Thursday evening. 
 
I am getting to the point! As Roger and I were both modellers, we built 
our own cars. I have to admit that I used a Revell AC Cobra body for mine 
but I built the chassis with a can motor. Roger went one better and hand 
carved a Ferrari 250LM out of balsa wood for his car! Ever since then, I 
have had a liking for both the Shelby Cobra and the 250LM. As you will 
know, I recently built the Cobra so now it was the 250LM's turn. Not so 
easy:-) It seems that there has only been one kit of this car and that had 
been out of production for some years. I managed to track one down on 
EBay that was listed as a Minicraft boxing. At only £31 it was a bargain.  I 
knew that it was an old kit but... 
 
When it arrived, I saw that the box was quite stained and opened it with 
some trepidation. The kit itself was in top condition but the decals would 
not last seconds in the water judging by the state of them. Also, the box 
was labelled for a company called Sunny Tri-S with no mention of 
Minicraft. Still, never mind, the decals could be reprinted on my printer - 
at least I had the originals to scan - and the rest of the kit would work 
very well. It turned out to be a kurb-side model, which, it appears, 
means that it doesn't have any real suspension underneath - just rigid 
axles.  That won't bother me as I find these things a fiddle and quite 
likely to break. You never see them anyway as you don't park the model 
upside down! In any case, it is the body shape that I love, not the 
intricacies of the underneath. 
 
Before I start the kit, I thought that I would apprise you of the box and 
its contents. There is also an ironical statement in the instructions (more 



later). First the box. The box front wasn't too bad. 
 

 
 

Just look at the box end! 
 

 
 

The instructions are all in Japanese. Well not quite all: 
 



 
 
I like the bit that says "Read all instructions before you begin." From this 
point on, the only English used is for the paint colour callouts.  Check out 
the part about the cockpit! 
 

 
 
Find the hidden English - grin. I am not sure quite what colour is Gun 
Stainless, though. Still, we can get by. Lastly, I thought that I would 
show you the decal sheet. Now you can see why I will have to make my 
own! 
 



 
 
Firstly, The inside of the body was painted black; the cockpit shell was 
sprayed with Alclad Steel (maybe should have been aluminium on 
checking some images on the web so the instructions were probably 
wrong!); the chrome parts were stripped and repainted with Alclad 
chrome; the exhausts were painted with Steel Alclad. The cockpit was 
complete (well - some trouble with decals) and the wheels were fitted. 
 
The problem with the decals came about because I tried out the decal 
for the instrument panel - guess what - they broke up into 6 pieces. I 
tried this bit because I wanted to know how the decals would go under 
pressure. It seems that the answer is not very far. The only problem that 
I see with the decals will be the Ferrari badges. Apart from that I can 
probably get by with making my own. However, I will try coating the 
decals in Klear once I have scanned the sheet. That might keep them 
together. 
 



 
 

 
 



I did have thoughts about putting Eduard etched seat belts in, as I have a 
set of blue belts in stock. However, I found from the GT40 that once the 
body is in, you can't really see them so the struggle to make them 
outweighs the result. I laid a strip of masking tape down on my nice little 
custom built mirror (my ex-SBX customer Martin at Crown Glass made me 
a nice little piece of mirror with ground edges for just such jobs as 
these). Here you can see the mirror with the remains of the tape 
attached. 
 

 
 

I painted the tape dark blue. I then cut it into 2mm strips. Having fitted 
the tape, I highlighted the metal parts with some Vallejo aluminium. This 
will look good through the windows. 

 
Having seen the state of the decals that came with the 250LM kit, you 
will understand why I was concerned as to whether I could get this car 
finished the way I wanted. The kit came with three paint options 
described as follows: 
1 Original Type (in red and no racing numbers) 
2 Chassis no. 6313 1965 Le Mans 24h Result - 2nd (in yellow) 
3 Chassis No. 5895 1965 Le Mans Result - DNF (in red with a blue band 

under the nose). 



Now, I don't know about you but to me Ferraris are always in red! Then 
again, I didn't think that I could match the blue. As the decal sheet was 
shot anyway, I decided to try and find a better car. That year, the Le 
Mans 24 hours was won by Masten Gregory and Jochen Rindt in - wait for 
it - a plain red Ferrari 250LM! 
 

 
 
Now, all that I had to do was create a set of decals to match this photo. 
Firstly, I was worried about the white circles. I knew that I could print up 
some black circles on white decal paper but then I would have to cut 
them out. I couldn't do them by hand so I tried using a circle template. I 
bought a Linex template from EBay which has circles of all different 
diameters on it. I tried a few times to cut out a perfect circle but every 
time I managed to just nick into the circle and ruin it. 
 
Next step was to see if I could get some white circles ready cut. I found a 
seller of 20mm white glossy vinyl circles - again in EBay - but couldn't 
find any 25mm. The 20mm are fine for the bonnet and the boot (hood 
and trunk) but those on the doors were 25mm. I found some paper ones 
and ordered them. When the white vinyl ones came, there was a note 
inside suggesting that they could do lots of different items if you asked. I 
asked and got told that they could do a sheet of 25mm. Job nearly done. 
 
 



This is the clever bit (showing off). I took the image of car 21 and 
imported it into Photoshop. A little bit of manipulation had the 
perspective taken off and a straight ahead image resulted. I took this 
into Adobe Illustrator and drew around the numbers to produce a 
scaleable copy. Along with this, I imported an image of the Ferrari badge 
and scaled that for the bonnet logo and the one on the body ahead of the 
doors. I was left with the orange circle. 
 
I knew that I couldn't cut out the circle so I went looking for a punch. I 
didn't trust the usual leather punch with lots of different sizes on a ring. 
That looked too coarse for my use. I looked at the precision punches on 
the model shop web sites but they were hideously expensive and didn't 
go up to 5mm anyway. A scan of Amazon found a set of individual 
punches from 2mm up to 10mm. These were the kind where you get a 
hammer and belt them hard. 

 
These arrived and worked perfectly so could now make 5mm orange 
circles. The final task was to put together a set of all the decals and 
print them out. My daughter owns a very nice little Montessori School in 
Ipswich and has a large Konica colour laser copier. I put an Adobe 
Illustrator page together and exported it to a pdf. I ran that through the 
copier using some white and clear decal paper. Here is the result. 



 

 
 

The large orange ellipse gives me some room to punch out a few orange 
circles. I am just about to start putting decals on so here is a shot of the 
car before that step. 
 

 



Remember that the kit was very old, the decals where knackered and the 
instructions were all in Japanese? Also, remember that the kit cost 
£35.00 and the paint was another £8.99. Then I needed some clear and 
white laser decal paper and two sets of glossy white vinyl circles. The 
total cost of that lot was £15.00 so, in the end, it cost me close to 
£60.00. Was it worth it? Not sure. What I have is a nice little model that 
has no engine and no suspension - it comes as a so-called "kurbside" 
model. It has taken a lot of effort to get it to this position, plus a trip to 
my daughter's school. I am glad I have it now but not sure if I would have 
done it - had I known! 
 
I had a lot of trouble painting the chrome surround to the windscreen. I 
masked it off but that didn't work too well. In trying to clean it up I got 
some silver smeared on the gloss red. From there it went from bad to 
worse. I had to mask off a lot of the car and respray with the Ferrari red. 
However, I also chose to use the rattle can rather than decant the paint 
as I did with the 250GTO so I ended up in a bit of a mess when 
respraying. Did I mention that I got red paint splashes on my shirt and, 
just now, I dropped the lid of some Lifecolor red paint and got a couple 
of splashes on my trousers - so factor in a £30 shirt and some £45 
trousers! 
 
Anyway, here it is. Please remember that all of the decals are home 
made and for a car not covered by the kit. After everything, I am glad 
that I have another great Ferrari to go with the GTO and the forthcoming 
330P. 
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